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Abstract
We propose to incorporate neural architecture search
(NAS) into general-purpose multi-task learning (GP-MTL).
Existing NAS methods typically define different search
spaces according to different tasks. In order to adapt to
different task combinations (i.e., task sets), we disentangle
the GP-MTL networks into single-task backbones (option-
ally encode the task priors), and a hierarchical and layer-
wise features sharing/fusing scheme across them. This en-
ables us to design a novel and general task-agnostic search
space, which inserts cross-task edges (i.e., feature fusion
connections) into fixed single-task network backbones.
Moreover, we also propose a novel single-shot gradient-
based search algorithm that closes the performance gap be-
tween the searched architectures and the final evaluation
architecture. This is realized with a minimum entropy reg-
ularization on the architecture weights during the search
phase, which makes the architecture weights converge to
near-discrete values and therefore achieves a single model.
As a result, our searched model can be directly used for
evaluation without (re-)training from scratch.
We perform extensive experiments using different single-
task backbones on various task sets, demonstrating the
promising performance obtained by exploiting the hierar-
chical and layerwise features, as well as the desirable gen-
eralizability to different i) task sets and ii) single-task back-
bones. The code of our paper is available at https:
//github.com/bhpfelix/MTLNAS.
1. Introduction
Recent years have witnessed the great success of deep
neural networks. It integrates hierarchical feature extraction
and optimization in an automatic and end-to-end manner
[24, 26, 30, 57]. Although deep learning algorithms relieve
* Equal contributions with a random order.
†Work performed at Tencent AI Lab.
researchers from feature engineering, they still need care-
fully designed neural architectures. More recently, Neu-
ral Architecture Search (NAS) has received increasing at-
tentions in automating the design of deep neural architec-
tures [71]. NAS methods have produced highly competi-
tive architectures on various computer vision tasks, such as
image classification [5, 8, 9, 25, 35, 43, 59, 71], object detec-
tion [7, 14, 66], and semantic segmentation [33, 44].
Another paradigm to boost the performance of the deep
neural networks is multi-task learning (MTL) [29, 51].
Multi-task learning has achieved a success in many appli-
cations by learning multiple related tasks simultaneously.
This success mainly owes to two key factors, i.e., differ-
ent tasks produce multiple supervision signals that, i) im-
pose additional regularization among different tasks, and ii)
produce implicit data augmentation on labels [13, 51]. Tra-
ditional MTL methods share a single convolutional feature
extractor among all tasks, and keep a separate head for each
task to produce task-specific predictions. It implicitly as-
sumes that all the learned hierarchical and layerwise fea-
tures are identical, and are able to perform well on all the
tasks. Recent researches show that such an assumption does
not always hold [42], i.e., improper feature sharing may in-
troduce negative transfer of some tasks, thus leading to the
degradation of the performance [51].
It is natural to consider incorporating NAS into general-
purpose MTL (GP-MTL) to pursue better architectures. To
benefit GP-MTL, the NAS algorithm has to adapt to differ-
ent tasks (or different combinations of tasks, i.e., task sets,
in MTL). However, the existing NAS by design prohibits to
do so as the search spaces are typically different across dif-
ferent tasks. Fundamentally, those differences in the search
spaces reflect different task priors (e.g., see how the prior of
semantic segmentation is encoded in Auto-Deeplab [33]).
But when learning on multiple tasks, it is extremely diffi-
cult to encode the priors for multiple tasks into the search
space, especially when the tasks are loosely related.
We tackle this difficulty by disentangling the task prior
from the feature sharing/fusing scheme in GP-MTL. More
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Figure 1. The problem formulation of the proposed general-purpose MTL-NAS. We disentangle the GP-MTL networks into fixed task-
specific single-task backbones and general feature fusion schemes between them. This allows us to define a general task-agnostic search
space compatible with any task combinations, as shown in the leftmost subfigure. The right-top subfigure illustrates the inter-task fusion
operation, which is motivated by and extends from the NDDR-CNN [13]. We show the initialization of the fusion operation in the right-
bottom subfigure. As we are inserting new edges between the fixed and well-trained single-task network backbones, we wish to make a
minimal impact on the original output at each layer at initialization (i.e., initializing with a large wt) (best viewed in color).
specifically, we formulate the GP-MTL paradigm to con-
sist of i) multiple single-task backbone networks (option-
ally encode the task priors), and ii) the general, hierarchi-
cal and layerwise feature sharing/fusing scheme across dif-
ferent backbones (please see the leftmost subfigure of Fig.
1). This formulation enables us to design a general task-
agnostic search space for GP-MTL1. Specifically, we start
with multiple fixed single-task network branches, represent-
ing each intermediate layer as a node and the associated
feature fusion operations as an edge. The problem thus be-
comes to seek the optimal edges between the inter-task node
pairs, where the search space is unified for any task set.
Moreover, we also propose a novel single-shot gradient-
based search algorithm that closes the performance gap be-
tween search and evaluation. Specifically, it is noticed that
the validation performance obtained in the search phase
cannot always generalize to evaluation. Fundamentally, it is
because that the architecture mixture optimized during the
search phase often fails to converge to a discrete architec-
ture, leading to a drop in performance when the final archi-
tecture is derived [64]. We address this issue by reducing
the uncertainty of the architecture via entropy minimiza-
tion during the search phase, resulting in a single model for
evaluation directly without the need of (re-)training from
scratch, which significantly reduces the performance gap
existing in the popular single-shot gradient-based NAS al-
gorithms [35, 64].
Note that we focus on GP-MTL in this paper. The pro-
posed method can adapt to different task combinations to
generate different inter-task architectures. We fix the single-
task backbone branches and search good inter-task edges
for hierarchical and layerwise feature fusion/embedding.
We also note that the task priors of specific backbone net-
works (e.g., large convolution kernel in semantic segmenta-
tion) can be exploited to further improve the performances
1Note that only the search space is task-agnostic, the searched architec-
tures are flexible and can be different for different task combinations.
on those tasks. But learning the task-specific backbone ar-
chitecture itself is beyond our scope of GP-MTL. Instead,
we design a task-agnostic search space to learn the fea-
ture sharing/fusing architecture. We also verify the con-
sistent performance improvement by applying the proposed
method to different backbone architectures against the GP-
MTL methods [13,42]. In summary, our contribution lies in
both the search space and the search algorithm:
• Search Space: We define a novel task-agnostic search
space that enables us to exploit the hierarchical and
layerwise feature fusion scheme for GP-MTL, decou-
pled from the task priors within fixed single-task net-
work backbones. This also makes our method different
from the current NAS paradigm, where we are search-
ing/inserting novel inter-task edges into fixed and well-
trained network backbones.
• Search Algorithm: We propose a novel single-shot
gradient-based search algorithm. It alleviates the per-
formance gap between the search phase and the evalua-
tion phase. We achieve this by imposing minimum en-
tropy regularization on the architecture weights. This
enables the architecture mixture to converge to a single
model/architecture, which will be directly available for
evaluation without the need of architecture pruning or
re-training from scratch.
2. Related Works
Neural Architecture Search. Recently, many neural ar-
chitecture search (NAS) methods have emerged to jointly
learn the weights and the network architectures [4, 6, 12,
14, 22, 31, 34, 41, 44, 45, 71]. This is realized by various
search algorithms including Bayesian optimization [3], re-
inforcement learning [18, 58, 72], evolutionary algorithms
[49, 63], network transformation [11, 17], and gradient de-
scent [1, 33, 61, 70]. A lot of works employ a single-shot
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learning strategy (i.e., sharing the model weights and sam-
pling different architectures), which drastically reduces the
search time [2, 19, 47, 53]. Our work is built on the single-
shot gradient-based search methods, where we propose a
novel search space and a novel search algorithm tailored to
multi-task architecture learning. Our search algorithm is di-
rectly related to two popular algorithms in this category, i.e.,
DARTS [35] and SNAS [64]. We analyze the objective bias
in DARTS and the sampling variance in SNAS, and propose
a unified solution, i.e., entropy minimization, to alleviate
both the issues. More recently, MTL and multi-modal learn-
ing have been exploited using NAS [32, 45]. Our method is
different from both of them, i.e., we disentangle the prob-
lem into task-specific backbones and general inter-task fea-
ture fusion connections, which enables us to design a uni-
fied search space to realize general-purpose MTL-NAS.
Multi-Task Learning. Multi-task learning has been in-
tegrated with deep neural networks to boost performance
by learning multiple tasks simultaneously. A great suc-
cess has been witnessed in various areas such as detec-
tion [15, 16, 23, 50, 54, 55], depth prediction and seman-
tic segmentation (also surface normal prediction) [10, 65],
human-related tasks [21,48,60,62,68], etc. Our work lever-
ages NAS to move towards GP-MTL, which (or whose
search space) is compatible with any task combinations
[27, 29, 36–38, 40, 42, 52, 67]. Our method (or more specifi-
cally, our search space design) is mainly inspired by recent
researches including cross-stitch networks [42] and NDDR-
CNN [13], which enables to treat GP-MTL as an inter-
task feature fusion scheme decoupled from the task-specific
backbone networks. Our method extends [13, 42] by allow-
ing fusion of an arbitrary number of source features. More-
over, rather than heuristically inserting the fusion operation
into selected layers in [13, 42], our method can automati-
cally learn better fusion positions.
3. Problem Formulation
We introduce our problem formulation in this section.
Firstly, we show how to dissect the GP-MTL problem by
disentangling the task-specific backbone networks and gen-
eral inter-task feature fusion in Sect. 3.1. In Sect. 3.2, we
formally present our task-agnostic search space, which is
unified for different task combinations. Finally, we detail
our choice of feature fusion operation in Sect. 3.3.
3.1. Task-Specific Backbone Networks and General
Inter-Task Feature Fusion
Arguably, the main difficulty to integrate NAS into GP-
MTL is the difference in the designed search spaces for dif-
ferent tasks. This is because the search space by definition
should reflect the inductive bias of the associated task. The
situation is even more rigorous for GP-MTL as we have ex-
ponentially more task combinations (i.e., task sets).
Our strategy is to disentangle multi-task architecture into
a (general) shared structure involving feature fusion con-
nections and the task-specific sub-networks, and optimize
the shared structure with NAS. Recent researches in GP-
MTL [13, 42] inspire us to formulate the single-task back-
bones as the task-specific parts, while focusing on design-
ing the feature fusion scheme with a general task-agnostic
search space which is independent of different task combi-
nations. We illustrate the fixed single-task backbone net-
works and the learnable inter-task fusion edges in the left-
most subfigure of Fig. 1.
3.2. Search Space
We formally describe the task-agnostic search space for
GP-MTL based on the above discussion. We consider the
same GP-MTL scenario as described by in [42], where two
tasks A and B share the same input. Our goal is to construct
a multi-task network by learning good inter-task feature fu-
sion edges on two well-trained single-task networks.
We aim to search a direct-acyclic graph (DAG) by adding
directed edges at every intermediate layer of each fixed
single-task network (please see the leftmost subfigure of
Fig. 1). Every directed edge (i.e., computations) points
from the source features to the target features. We have
two types of source features in the GP-MTL framework.
Considering learning on Task A, we denote the source fea-
tures from the same task A as the task-identical source fea-
tures. The source features from the other task(s) are task-
opposite source features, which provide complementary
features from the opposite task. We fix the task-identical
source edge and search over the complete set of possible
task-opposite source edges.
Formally, we aim to calculate the optimal fused fea-
ture at the jth target layer Oj , exploiting the task-identical
source features F TIj and the completed set of the candi-
date task-opposite source features STO. The construction
of STO determines the extent of our search space. In order
to avoid creating cycles in the resulting multi-task archi-
tecture, we limit the indices of the candidate task-opposite
source features to be not larger than j. We denote such a
limited candidate task-opposite source feature set as STOj =
[F TO0 , · · · , F TOj ]. Therefore, our search space associated
with the task-identical source feature F TIj can be charac-
terized by a tuple (STOj , C), where C is the fusion operations
on F TIj and STOj . Finally, the optimal fused feature Oj is:
Oj = C(F TIj ,STOj ) = G
(
H
(
[F TIj , z0jR(F
TO
0 ), ..., zjjR(F
TO
j )]
))
,
(1)
where C = {G,H} with G being the nonlinear activation
and H being the feature transformations. R is the spatial re-
sizing operation (e.g., bilinear interpolation) to enable con-
catenation. Each zij is a binary indicator denoting if there is
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Oj = ReLU
(
BN
(
[wTII,
j elements︷ ︸︸ ︷
wTOI, ..., wTOI][F TIj , z0jR(F TO0 ), ..., zjjR(F TOj )]>
))
= ReLU
(
BN
(
[wTIF
t
j+wTO
j∑
i=1
zjjR(F
TO
j )]
))
(3)
an edge from the i-th task-opposite source node to the j-th
target node, which will be optimized by the NAS algorithm.
For two tasks with n layers for each, this general search
space can produce 2n(n+1) candidate fusion architectures,
including the state-of-the-art NDDR-CNN [13] and cross-
stitch networks [42] as the special cases.
3.3. Inter-Task Feature Fusion Operation
We follow NDDR-CNN [13] to design our feature trans-
formation H = {1x1 Conv(·)} and our nonlinear activa-
tion G = {ReLU(BN(·))}. Note that our fusion operation
in Eq. (1) generalizes that of NDDR-CNN as we can take an
arbitrary number of input features, which enables the con-
vergence to a heterogeneous and asymmetric architecture2.
Our fusion operation in Eq. (1) becomes the following Eq.
(2), which is also shown in the right-top subfigure of Fig. 1:
Oj = ReLU
(
BN
(
1x1Conv[F TIj , z0jR(F
TO
0 ), ..., zjjR(F
TO
j )]
))
.
(2)
We also note that the initialization of H (i.e., the 1 × 1
convolution) is important, as we are inserting novel edges
into fixed and well-trained single-task backbones. There-
fore, we should avoid severe changes of the original single-
task output at each layer. Formally, we show the initializa-
tion for the operation in Eq. (3).
In Eq. (3), I is an identity matrix which enables us to fo-
cus on only initializing the block-diagonal elements in the
1 × 1 convolution, wTI and wTO are the initialized weights
for the task-identical source and the task-opposite source
features, respectively. We empirically set wTI + jwTO = 1
and initialize a large wTI similar to [13, 42]. The initializa-
tion is illustrated in the right-bottom subfigure of Fig. 1.
4. Search Algorithm
In this section, we present our single-shot gradient-based
search algorithm, which optimizes the model weights and
the architecture weights over the meta-network (i.e., the net-
work includes all legal connections defined by the search
space) by gradient descent. Our method is able to alleviate
the performance gap between the searched and the evalua-
tion architectures, where the performance gap was caused
by the inconsistency between the searched mixture archi-
tectures and the derived single evaluation architectures in
previous single-shot gradient-based search algorithms.
2Note that it is easy to incorporate more candidate operations into H
and G. We have tested including summation into H but witnessed a negli-
gible improvement. Therefore, we fix the design ofH andG for simplicity.
Fundamentally, the undesirable inconsistency in the
searched and evaluation architectures is introduced by the
continuous relaxation and the discretization procedures
of the single-shot gradient-based search algorithms. In or-
der to better understand this, we first discuss the continuous
relaxation and the discretization in Sect. 4.1. Based on that,
in Sect. 4.2, we analyze the objective bias caused by the
inconsistency between the deterministic continuous relax-
ation and deterministic discretization. We note that stochas-
tic SNAS [64] was proposed to solve the objective bias, but
it may introduce a large sampling variance, leading to an
unstable evaluation performance. Finally, we propose the
minimum entropy regularization to alleviate both the issues
and present our optimization procedure in Sect. 4.3.
4.1. Continuous Relaxation and Discretization
Typical single-shot gradient-based methods usually con-
tain two stages, i.e., i) continuous relaxation and ii) dis-
cretization. The continuous relaxation enables the gradients
to be calculated and back-propagated to search the architec-
ture, as the original objective of the NAS methods is dis-
crete and non-differentiable. As the search phase often con-
verges to a mixture model (with many architecture weights
between 0 and 1), we thus need to derive a single child net-
work for evaluation by discretization.
We denote the connectivity of the network Z as
a set of random variables Zij , where Zij is sam-
pled from some discrete distribution parameterized by
the architecture weights αij , i.e., Z = {Zij ∼
DisDist(αij) | ∀(i, j) in the search space}, where i, j re-
fer to the source node (i.e., the input position) and the tar-
get node (i.e., the output position to perform the associated
operations), respectively. Here, the discrete sampling distri-
bution can be Categorical or Bernoulli, depending
on whether there are multiple or only one candidate opera-
tions to search. We use a Bernoulli distribution to present
our problem as there is only the NDDR feature fusion op-
eration in our search space (see Sect. 3.3 and Eq. (2)), but
note that the proposed search algorithm is general and can
also be used with multiple candidate operations.
We denote the multivariate sampling distribution for
all the fusion connections as pα(·), where α =
{αij | ∀(i, j) in the search space}. The architecture search
objective is [46, 64]:
min
α
EZ∼pα(Z)[Lθ(Z)], (3)
where θ is a set of CNN weights and Lθ(Z) is the loss func-
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tion of the sampled (discrete) architecture Z.
In order to optimize α with gradient based methods, one
solution is to relax the discrete sampling procedure Z ∼
pα(Z) to be continuous:
Deterministic Relaxation. The deterministic approaches
such as DARTS directly maintain and optimize a mixture
of architectures. For Bernoulli random variable Zij ∼
Ber(αij), it directly uses the distribution mean instead of
the discrete samples, i.e., Zij = αij . Therefore, the relaxed
objective of Eq. (3) and fusion operation of Eq. (1) become:
min
α
Lθ(α), (4)
Oj = G
(
H
(
[F TIj , α0jR(F
TO
0 ), ..., αjjR(F
TO
j )]
))
. (5)
Stochastic Relaxation. SNAS [64] uses the reparameteri-
zation trick with the Concrete distribution [39] to sample
architectures during search while allowing gradient to back-
propagate through the sampling procedure. The reparame-
terized multivariate Bernoulli is:
X =
1
1 + exp(−(log(α) +L)/τ) ∼ qα(X), (6)
where X is the continuous relaxation of Z, i.e., each en-
try in X takes a continuous value in [0, 1], and L =
(L1, L2, · · · , Ln)withLi ∼ Logistic(0, 1). As the tem-
perature τ approaches 0, each element in X smoothly ap-
proaches a discrete Binomial random variable.
As a result, the relaxed objective of Eq. (3) and the fu-
sion operation of Eq. (1) become:
min
α
EX∼qα(X)[Lθ(X)], (7)
Oj = G
(
H
(
[F TIj , x0jR(F
TO
0 ), ..., xjjR(F
TO
j )]
))
, (8)
where xij is the sampled connectivity from source node i to
target node j, i.e.,X = {xij | ∀(i, j) in the search space}.
The search optimizations on both the relaxed objectives
converge to a mixture model with αij ∈ [0, 1], which require
discretizations to derive a single child model for evaluation:
Deterministic Discretization. This is the discretization
method used in DARTS, which simply keeps the connec-
tion with the highest architecture weight. For our binary
case:
Ind(αij) =
{
1, if αij > 0.5,
0, otherwise, (9)
where Ind(·) is an indicator function.
Therefore, the final discretizated child network is:
Oj = G
(
H
(
[F TIj ,Ind(α0j)R(F
TO
0 ), ...,Ind(αjj)R(F
TO
j )]
))
.
(10)
Stochastic Discretization. The discretization of SNAS has
already taken place during the search optimization Eq. (7).
After the search converges, SNAS samples a child architec-
ture of each xij according to Eq. (6) with the converged α
and τ = 0, resulting in the same form as Eq. (8).
4.2. Objective Bias and Sampling Variance
Objective Bias of the Deterministic Method. The incon-
sistency between Eqs. (5) and (10) introduces an objective
bias between the relaxed parent and the discretized child:∣∣∣Lθ(α)− Lθ(Ind(α))∣∣∣ ≥ 0, (11)
where Lθ(α) is the objective for the search optimization,
and Lθ(Ind(α)) is the true objective we aim to minimize
with the actual evaluation architecture Ind(α).
Remark 1 Due to the complex and architecture-dependent
nature of Lθ, it is difficult to deduce all cases where
Lθ(α) = Lθ(Ind(α)). Instead, with a well-defined Lθ,
i.e., x = y =⇒ Lθ(x) = Lθ(y) and the local Lips-
chitz continuity near Ind(α), we can simply force α close
to 0 or 1, therefore achieving α = Ind(α) and ultimately
Lθ(α) = Lθ(Ind(α)). We achieve this by applying mini-
mum entropy regularization on α.
Sampling Variance of the Stochastic Method. There is
no objective bias in the stochastic method when τ = 0,
as the training and evaluation objectives align to Eq. (8)3.
However, there does exist a (probably large) variance when
sampling the child variance after convergence.
As shown in the Concrete distribution [39], when the
temperature τ is annealed to 0, xij is sampled to 1 with
probability αij , i.e., lim
τ→0
P (xij = 1) = αij . Note that αij is
not well regularized during the search optimization. When
αij converges to 0.5, the sampling of xij randomly picks 0
or 1, which leads to an unstable evaluation. Our empirical
results in Fig. A1 show that this can happen in practice.
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Figure 2. The histogram of converged α from stochastic continu-
ous relaxation with and without minimum entropy regularization.
This shows that the minimum entropy regularization efficiently
regularizes the distribution of α’s, therefore leading to a smaller
variance in sampling X by Eq. (6). We draw 25 bins uniformly
from 0 to 1, where each bin represents an interval with 0.04 (best
viewed in color).
Remark 2 It is desirable to have explicit regularization on
αij to avoid it from converging around 0.5, so as to reduce
the sampling variance. Interestingly, such a motivation also
3Note that the bias exists during the search phase when τ is not 0 [39].
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leads us to minimize the uncertainty of αij . We implement
this also by minimum entropy regularization on αij .
In summary, the proposed minimum entropy regulariza-
tion alleviates both the objective bias of the deterministic
methods and the sampling variance of the stochastic meth-
ods, which makes the search optimization converge to a sin-
gle model that is ready for evaluation.
4.3. Losses and Optimization
After imposing the minimum entropy regularization,
the full losses of our problem for both deterministic and
stochastic versions are shown in Eqs. (12) and (13):
Lθ(α) = LAθ (α) + λLBθ (α) +
γ
n
∑
i,j
H(αij), (12)
Lθ(X) = LAθ (X) + λLBθ (X) +
γ
n
∑
i,j
H(αij), (13)
whereH(αij) = −αij logαij−(1−αij) log(1−αij) is the
entropy of αij , γ is the regularization weight, and LAθ and
LBθ are the losses for tasks A and B. X for the stochastic
method is sampled from qα(X) in Eq. (6).
Our optimization forα and θ iterates the following steps:
1. Sample two distinct batches of training data X1 =
{xi}ni=1 with label Y1 = {yi}ni=1 and X2 = {xj}nj=1
with label Y2 = {yj}nj=1, where X1 ∩ X2 = ∅.
2. Compute the network output O1 of X1 with either de-
terministic Eq. (5) or stochastic Eq. (8) given current
α and θ, and then update θ by ∇θL(O1,Y1).
3. Compute the network output O2 of X2 with either de-
terministic Eq. (5) or stochastic Eq. (8) given current
α and θ, and then update α by∇αL(O2,Y2).
Note that once the above iterations converge, the archi-
tecture, along with the model weights, can be used directly
for evaluation, without the need of (re-)training the model
weights from scratch. This is because that the proposed
minimal entropy regularization enables the search optimiza-
tion to converge to a single network. The overall procedure
of our method is shown in Fig. 3.
Connections to DARTS and SNAS. Our method alleviates
the objective bias in DARTS and the sampling variance in
SNAS. This is achieved by the unified, simple, and effective
(verified in the ablation section) minimum entropy regular-
ization on the architecture weight αij .
Our analysis also enables to re-incorporate the contin-
uous relaxation methods and the discretization in a novel
way, e.g., deterministic continuous relaxation plus stochas-
tic discretization, or stochastic continuous relaxation plus
deterministic discretization4.
4Though we show in the Table A3 that the different combinations make
an insignificant performance difference, we hope that the analysis in this
section sheds light on inventing novel NAS methods.
Figure 3. The overall procedure of the proposed search algorithm.
The line width of the searched edges (solid red lines) indicate the
converged architecture weights. Our method incorporates mini-
mal entropy regularization on the architecture weights during the
search phase, which makes the search optimization (b) converge
closely to (c), therefore avoiding the train phase and achieving a
better performance with less training time. On the contrary, with-
out architecture weights entropy minimization (e.g., DARTS), (b)
and (c) can be very different, which requires retraining the model
weights of (c) from scratch (best viewed in color).
5. Experiments
In this section, we would like to investigate i) the perfor-
mance, i.e., how the proposed MTL-NAS performs against
the state-of-the-art general-purpose multi-task networks,
and ii) the generalizability, i.e., how the proposed MTL-
NAS generalizes to various datasets, network backbones,
and more importantly, various task sets.
To validate the performance, we evaluate the proposed
method against the state-of-the-art NDDR-CNN [13] and
cross-stitch network [42]. Additionally, we also provide
various additional baselines for better evaluation:
Single-task Baseline: it uses the single-task backbones.
Multi-task Baselines: it is the most intuitive multi-task net-
work, which shares all the layers and splits at the last one.
MTL-NAS (SuperNet): it is the supernet of the proposed
method before the NAS pruning, where all the intermediate
layers from different tasks are connected, as long as they are
connectable in the search space. This can also be regarded
as a generalized version of the state-of-the-art NDDR-CNN.
We leave its results in the Appendix (i.e., Table A1).
NDDR-CNN (SuperNet): this is a direct extension of
NDDR-CNN analogous to MTL-NAS (SuperNet). The dif-
ference from MTL-NAS (SuperNet) is that we only allow
interlinks between layers from the same CNN level. We
leave its results in the Appendix (i.e., Table A1).
We also have extensive configurations to demonstrate the
generalizability of our method:
Datasets: the NYU v2 [56] and the Taskonomy [69].
Network Backbones: VGG-16 [57] and ResNet-50 [24].
Task Sets: pixel labeling tasks including semantic segmen-
tation and surface normal estimation, and image level tasks
including object classification and scene classification.
In the following, we first give the implementation details,
and then present our results based on different task sets.
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5.1. Implementation Details
For the VGG-16 backbone [57], we consider the features
from all the convolutional layers. For ResNet-50 [24], we
consider the features produced by each bottleneck block.
We also constrain the search space due to the hardware lim-
itation, i.e., we require the searchable task-opposite source
features (i.e., the source features from the opposite task
from the target) to satisfy the following rules w.r.t the fixed
task-identical source feature (i.e., the source features from
the same task of the target): i) within the same stage, ii)
from the same or earlier convolutional layers, and iii) no
further by 3 layers apart. This produces search spaces with
224 architectures for VGG-16, and 237 for ResNet-50.
We perform 20000 training iterations for the VGG-16
backbone and 30000 iterations for the ResNet-50 backbone
on the NYU v2 dataset [56]. On the Taxonomy dataset [69]
(3x larger than ImageNet), we train the network for 90000
steps. We learn the model weights θ via an SGD optimizer
with momentum 0.9, weight decay 0.00025, learning rate
0.001 for VGG-16 backbone and 0.00025 for ResNet-50
backbone. We use a poly learning rate decay with a power
of 0.9. We optimize architecture weights α via an Adam
optimizer [28] with initial learning rate 0.003 and weight
decay 0.001. We set γ = 10 for entropy minimization.
MTL-NAS is proxyless w.r.t. both the datasets and the
architectures, i.e., we directly search for the final architec-
ture on the target (large) dataset. Our search time is only 12-
13 and 27-28 GPU hours, respectively, for the NYUv2 ex-
periments and the extremely large Taskonomy experiments,
with the VGG-16 backbones on a single Nvidia Titan RTX
GPU. The searched architectures and model weights can be
used directly for evaluation without retraining from scratch.
5.2. Semantic Segmentation and Surface Normal
Estimation
We use the NYU v2 dataset [56] for semantic segmenta-
tion and surface normal estimation. The groundtruth for 40
classes semantic labeling is from [20] and that for surface
normal is precomputed from the depth map [10].
Per-pixel losses are used for both tasks. For semantic
segmentation, we use the softmax cross-entropy loss, and
calculate the pixel accuracy (PAcc), the mean intersection
of union (mIoU) as the evaluation metrics. While for sur-
face normal estimation, we train the network using the co-
sine loss (indicating the angle difference), and evaluate us-
ing Mean and Median angle distances of all the pixels, as
well as the percentage of pixels that are within the angles of
11◦, 22.5◦, and 30◦ to the ground-truth.
We perform this task on both VGG-16 and ResNet-50
network backbones, which are shown in Tables 1 and 2, re-
spectively. The results show that our method outperforms
state-of-the-art methods, demonstrating the effectiveness of
the proposed method on semantic segmentation and surface
Surface Normal Prediction Semantic Seg.
Err (↓) Within t◦ (%) (↑) (%) (↑)
Mean Med. 11.25 22.5 30 mIoU PAcc
Single 15.6 12.3 46.4 75.5 86.5 33.5 64.1
Multiple 15.2 11.7 48.4 76.2 87.0 33.4 64.2
C.-S. 15.2 11.7 48.6 76.0 86.5 34.8 65.0
NDDR 13.9 10.2 53.5 79.5 88.8 36.2 66.4
MTL-NAS 12.6 8.9 59.1 83.3 91.2 37.6 67.9
Table 1. Semantic segmentation and surface normal prediction on
the NYU v2 dataset using the VGG-16 network. C.-S. represents
the the cross-stitch network. ↑/↓ shows the higher/lower the better.
Surface Normal Prediction Semantic Seg.
Err (↓) Within t◦ (%) (↑) (%) (↑)
Mean Med. 11.25 22.5 30 mIoU PAcc
Single 16.2 13.6 41.6 74.1 86.5 34.5 65.5
Multiple 16.6 14.2 39.2 73.8 86.5 34.8 65.1
C.-S. 16.6 14.3 39.1 73.7 86.5 34.8 65.7
NDDR 16.4 12.8 42.6 73.3 86.6 36.7 66.7
MTL-NAS 16.2 12.8 44.8 73.9 85.7 38.6 68.6
Table 2. Semantic segmentation and surface normal prediction on
the NYU v2 dataset using the ResNet-50 network. C.-S. repre-
sents the the cross-stitch network. ↑/↓ shows the higher/lower the
better.
Object Scene
RecRate (%) (↑) RecRate (%) (↑)
Top 1 Top 5 Top 1 Top 5
Single 33.8 63.0 37.8 70.5
Multiple 34.1 66.1 37.8 71.2
Cross-Stitch 33.2 65.2 34.0 70.3
NDDR 32.1 57.7 37.9 71.8
MTL-NAS 34.8 67.0 38.2 72.5
Table 3. Object classification and scene classification on the
Taskonomy dataset using the VGG-16 network. ↑/↓ shows the
higher/lower the better.
normal estimation with different network backbones.
5.3. Object Classification and Scene Classification
We evaluate object classification and scene classification
tasks on the extremely large Taskonomy dataset [69] (3x
larger than ImageNet). We use the tiny split with data col-
lected from 40 buildings. For both object and scene classi-
fications, we use the `2 distance between model prediction
and the soft class probabilities distilled from pretrained net-
works as the loss. We report the Top-1 and Top-5 recogni-
tion rates for both tasks.
The results are shown in Table 3, which exhibit promis-
ing performance of our method on a different task set.
6. Ablation Analysis
In this section, we investigate the different choices of
the building blocks of the proposed MTL-NAS by ablation
analysis. Specifically, we are especially interested in the
following questions: i) How does the proposed search algo-
rithm perform w.r.t. the baseline methods DARTS [35] and
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SNAS [64]? ii) How to initialize the novel inter-task layers
into the fixed and well-trained backbones? iii) How to set
the learning rate for the novel inter-task layers?
We answer these questions in the following. We put
the learning rate analysis in the Appendix (i.e., Table A2),
which shows that the training of the novel architectures is
not sensitive to learning rates. We also include the illustra-
tions of the learned architectures into the Appendix (i.e., Fig
A2), demonstrating that the learned architectures are hetero-
geneous and asymmetric, which are arguably very difficult
to be discovered by human experts.
We perform all the ablation analyses using the VGG-16
network [57] for semantic segmentation and surface normal
estimation on the NYU v2 dataset [56].
6.1. Search Algorithm
In this section, we take a closer investigation on the
search algorithm, specifically, the continuous relaxation,
the discretization, and most importantly, the entropy mini-
mization. We validate the entropy minimization associating
with the deterministic continuous relaxation and determin-
istic discretization (analogous to DATRS w/o retraining),
as well as the stochastic continuous relaxation and stochas-
tic discretization (analogous to SNAS). We also provide the
random search baseline for comparison.
The experimental results are shown in Table 4, where
both DARTS (w/o retraining, denoted as D in the table) and
SNAS (denoted as S in the table) fail in our problem with-
out minimal entropy regularization. We do not report the
performance of SNAS due to the large sampling variance
(see also Fig. A1). We also perform the stochastic method
with minimal entropy regularization for 10 runs and witness
negligible performance variance (see also Fig. A1).
Moreover, it is interesting to witness that, after impos-
ing the minimal entropy constraints, the deterministic and
stochastic methods produces similar performances. We also
perform different combinations of the continuous relaxation
and discretization in the Appendix (i.e., Table A3), i.e., de-
terministic continuous relaxation and stochastic discretiza-
tion, as well as the stochastic continuous relaxation and de-
terministic discretization. Those configurations also pro-
duce similar results (similar to DARTS plus MinEntropy
and SNAS plus MinEntropy), which suggests the potential
of our method to unify the popular DARTS and SNAS.
6.2. Weight Initialization for the Novel Layers
We are interested in investigating the initialized weights
for the novel inter-task feature fusion layers. As we are
inserting novel architectures into the fixed and well-trained
single-task backbones, intuitively, we should make minimal
changes of the original single-task output at each layer.
The ablation analysis is performed on different initial-
izations of wt, which is defined in Eq. (3) and illustrated
Surface Normal Prediction Semantic Seg.
Err (↓) Within t◦ (%) (↑) (%) (↑)
D S E Mean Med. 11.25 22.5 30 mIoU PAcc
Random Search 14.1 10.1 53.9 79.2 88.2 35.3 66.1
X 15.9 12.7 45.3 74.0 85.9 19.1 46.1
X - - - - - - -
X X 12.7 8.9 58.9 83.1 90.9 37.7 67.9
X X 12.6 8.9 59.1 83.3 91.2 37.6 67.9
Table 4. Effects of continuous relaxation, discretization, and en-
tropy minimization. D denotes the deterministic method (i.e.,
DARTS without retraining), S means the stochastic method (i.e.,
SNAS), and E represents minimum entropy regularization. We
do not report the results of the stochastic method as it produces too
large sampling variances (see also the corresponding histogram of
the converged architecture weights in Fig. A1). ↑/↓ shows the
higher/lower the better.
Surface Normal Prediction Semantic Seg.
Err (↓) Within t◦ (%) (↑) (%) (↑)
Init wTI Mean Med. 11.25 22.5 30 mIoU PAcc
Random 16.7 12.8 45.4 71.8 82.9 30.3 61.9
0 16.9 12.9 45.1 71.3 82.4 30.1 61.8
0.1 16.6 12.6 45.8 72.2 83.1 31.4 63.1
0.2 14.4 10.6 52.2 78.2 87.8 33.8 65.2
0.5 13.5 9.8 55.2 80.6 89.4 36.7 67.4
0.8 12.9 9.2 57.6 82.6 90.7 37.0 67.6
0.9 12.6 9.0 58.8 83.3 91.3 37.2 67.4
1.0 12.6 8.9 59.1 83.3 91.2 37.6 67.9
Table 5. Effects of different initializations of the 1x1 convolution
in the fusing operation. w is defined in Eq. (3), also in the bottom
right subfigure of Fig. 1. ↑/↓ shows the higher/lower the better.
in the bottom right subfigure of Fig. 1. The results shown
in Table 5 align our intuition, where initializing wt with a
larger value, e.g., 0.9 or 1.0, produces the best performance.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we employed NAS for general-purpose
multi-task learning (GP-MTL). We first disentangled GP-
MTL into the task-specific backbone and inter-task feature
fusion connections. We then focused on searching for a
good inter-task feature fusion strategy within a task agnos-
tic search space. We also proposed a novel search algorithm
that is able to close the performance gap between search and
evaluation. Our search algorithm also generalizes the popu-
lar single-shot gradient-based methods such as DARTS and
SNAS. We conducted detailed ablation analysis to validate
the effect of each proposed component. The extensive ex-
periments demonstrate the promising performance and the
desirable generalizability (to various datasets, task sets, and
single-task backbones) of the proposed method.
Acknowledgments. This work was partially supported by
NSFC 61773295 and 61771201, NSF of Hubei Province
2019CFA037, and Guangdong R&D key project of China
2019B010155001.
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Appendix
This appendix complements our main text by giving
more details on the following issues:
• Sect. A1 shows the experiments with stronger base-
lines, i.e., NDDR-CNN (Supernet) and MTL-NAS
(Supernet).
• Sect. A2 shows the ablation analysis with different
learning rates on the novel inter-task layers.
• Sect. A3 shows the ablation analysis with different
combinations on continuous relaxation (stochastic and
deterministic), discretization (stochastic and determin-
istic), and entropy minimization.
• Sect. A4 gives illustrations of the learned architec-
tures.
All the additional experiments and ablation analyses in
this Appendix are performed on the NYU v2 [56] dataset
for semantic segmentation and surface normal estimation.
A1. Experiments with Stronger Baselines
We perform additional experiments with stronger base-
lines in this section. The results are shown in Table A1,
where NDDR-CNN (Supernet) adds inter-task edges be-
tween every pair of nodes at the same CNN level, and MTL-
NAS (Supernet) uses all the inter-task edges that are in-
cluded in the search space.
Table A1 shows that our method outperforms both the
NDDR-CNN (Supernet), and more interestingly, the MTL-
NAS (Supernet) which takes advantage of the whole search
space without pruning. Those results illustrate the necessity
of performing neural architecture search (NAS) on the su-
pernet, therefore further demonstrating the promising per-
formance of the proposed method.
Surface Normal Prediction Semantic Seg.
Err (↓) Within t◦(%) (↑) (%) (↑)
Mean Med. 11.25 22.5 30 mIoU PAcc
NDDR (S) 13.8 10.0 54.7 80.2 89.1 36.5 67.2
MTL-NAS (S) 13.3 9.5 56.4 81.4 89.9 36.1 66.9
MTL-NAS 12.6 8.9 59.1 83.3 91.2 37.6 67.9
Table A1. Semantic segmentation and surface normal prediction
on the NYU v2 dataset using the VGG-16 network. This table
complements Table 1 by reporting more results using supernet.
↑/↓ represents the higher/lower the better.
A2. Learning Rates for the Novel Inter-Task Archi-
tectures
We are interested in the learning rates for the novel ar-
chitectures and weights because our method inserts novel
interlinks into fixed and well-trained network backbone
branches.
In Table A2, we investigate the learning rates that are 1-
1000 times of the base learning rate. The results show that
the result differences among different learning rates are sub-
tle, demonstrating that the proposed method is not sensitive
to different learning rates to well train the novel inter-task
architectures.
Surface Normal Prediction Semantic Seg.
Err (↓) Within t◦ (%) (↑) (%) (↑)
Scale Mean Med. 11.25 22.5 30 mIoU PAcc
1x 12.6 8.9 59.1 83.3 91.2 37.6 67.9
10x 12.4 8.8 59.8 84.0 91.7 37.5 67.8
100x 12.6 8.8 59.8 83.8 91.5 37.1 67.5
1000x 12.6 9.0 58.9 83.3 91.2 37.1 67.5
Table A2. Effects of different learning rates of the new searched
layers. We investigate the learning rates that are 1, 10, 100, and
1000 times (i.e., scale) of the learning rate of the backbone net-
works, respectively.
A3. Different Combinations of Deterministic and
Stochastic Components in the Search Algo-
rithm
We complement our ablation analysis in Table 4 of the
main text. Specifically, as shown in Sect. 4.3 (Connections
to DARTS and SNAS) of the main text, by unifying the de-
terministic differentiable architecture search (DARTS) [35]
and the stochastic neural architecture search (SNAS) [64]
into a more general single-shot gradient-based search al-
gorithm framework, the proposed method is able to ex-
tend them by i) imposing entropy minimization to allevi-
ate the objective bias in DARTS and the sampling vari-
ance in SNAS, and ii) enabling different combinations of
the stochastic and deterministic components (i.e., the con-
tinuous relaxation and the discretization) as a result of i).
The results in Table A3 show that i) imposing mini-
mum entropy regularization significantly improves the per-
formance for all combination cases of the continuous re-
laxation and the discretization; ii) under minimum entropy
regularization, different choices of discretization produce
negligible performances when the same continuous relax-
ation method is used. This is because the uncertainty of α is
significantly reduced with minimum entropy regularization,
i.e., most α’s converge to around 0’s and 1’s, making the
sampling procedure of the stochastic discretization behave
much more “deterministic”. We show the histograms of the
converged α under the deterministic or stochastic continu-
ous relaxation, with or without minimum entropy regular-
ization in Fig. A1, which demonstrate that most α’s indeed
converge to 0’s and 1’s with minimum entropy regulariza-
tion5.
5Note that the discretization procedure does not affect the convergence
of α’s, which performs a hard pruning (i.e., deterministic discretization) or
a sampling (i.e., stochastic discretization) on the converged α’s to deduce
the final discrete architectures.
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Figure A1. The histogram of converged α from deterministic (Left) and stochastic (Right, the same as Fig. 2 in the main paper) continuous
relaxation with and without minimum entropy regularization. This shows that the minimum entropy regularization efficiently regularizes
the distribution of α’s. We draw 25 bins uniformly from 0 to 1, where each bin represents an interval with 0.04.
Surface Normal Prediction Semantic Seg.
MinEntropy Relaxation Discretization Err (↓) Within t
◦ (%) (↑) (%) (↑)
D S D S Mean Med. 11.25 22.5 30 mIoU PAcc
Random Search 14.1 10.1 53.9 79.2 88.2 35.3 66.1
X X 15.9 12.7 45.3 74.0 85.9 19.1 46.1
X X - - - - - - -
X X 14.7 11.1 50.4 77.3 87.7 29.4 60.5
X X - - - - - - -
X X X 12.7 8.9 58.9 83.1 90.9 37.7 67.9
X X X 12.7 9.0 58.7 82.9 90.9 37.9 67.9
X X X 13.1 9.3 57.0 81.7 90.1 37.3 67.7
X X X 12.6 8.9 59.1 83.3 91.2 37.6 67.9
Table A3. Effects of different combinations of continuous relaxation (deterministic and stochastic), discretization (deterministic and
stochastic), and entropy minimization. D denotes the deterministic, S means the stochastic, and MinEntropy represents minimum entropy
regularization. Here, Relaxation (D) plus Discretization (D) without MinEntropy is equivalent to DARTS without re-training; Relaxation
(S) plus Discretization (S) without MinEntropy is equivalent to SNAS. We did not report the results of methods relying on the Discretization
(S) without MinEntropy as those methods produce too large sampling variances. ↑/↓ represents the higher/lower the better.VGG16 Learned Architecture
Figure A2. The learned architecture on VGG-16 backbones. Blue/Red nodes and the black solid arrows which link them represent the
fixed VGG-16 single task backbones. The gray dash arrows are the candidate searchable edges for inter-task feature fusion (i.e., the search
space defined by Sect. 5.1 in the main paper), and the purple solid arrows are the learned feature fusion edges.
The phenomena discussed above further demonstrate
that the proposed method successfully generalizes and im-
proves the popular DARTS and SNAS methods, and the in-
troduced unified framework is expected to shed light on de-
signing novel single-shot gradient-based search algorithms.
A4. Illustrations of the Learned Architectures
We illustrate the learned architecture in Fig. A2, which
demonstrates that the learned architecture is heterogeneous
and asymmetric, therefore being arguably very difficult to
be discovered by human experts.
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